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INTRODUCTION 

A Personal Note 

This reflection paper is the result of the 
convergence of number of factors: 

- The collaborative work of the 
Brazilian Spirituality Team and our on
going, plea for more resource material 
on Mother 'Mary of the Apostles to 
include in the development of 
Salvatorian retreat themes. 

- The translation and publication in 
English of Mother Mary's poetry (SHS 
2.11 MM Poems by Therese) and her 
Short Biography (SHS 1.0 MM). The 
Portuguese translation of the latter is 
also available. 

- The invitation to address this speci
fic topic as part of the ongoing 
formation program of the Sao Paulo 
Province, Brazil (SDS-W) in 1994. 

- My awareness of an increasing refer
ence to the theme experience of God, in 
literature on spirituality and religious 
life both in Brazil and the United 
States. 

A growing conviction that the vital
ity of my own spirituality is grounded 
in an undergirding experience of God 
that keeps me moving toward a fuller 
integration of: my personal journey; an 
ever new understanding of the God 
present throughout history and 
especially palpable in the Hebrew and 
Christian Scriptures; and the reality of 
our suffering and increasingly 
impoverished world at this time in 
history. 

- And, finally, a personal intuitive 
sense that the gift of God's Spirit, our 
Salvatorian Charism, has something 
vital to say to the world in which we 
live. I believe that this message will be 

communicated to the extent that we 
Salvatorians (women, men, lay, 
religious and priests) enflesh it in a 
truly vital spirituality that proclaims 
"the one true God and Jesus Christ 
whom He has sent" (In 17:3). 

Experience of God 

A brief comment on the phrase, 
experience of God, that is used as a key 

.. referential point in this text. As I have 
already said, there is a growing wealth 
of literature on this concept in today's 
spiritual writings. I do not intend to 
summarize those writings here, but 
want to simply state the working 
definition I am using. I understand the 
experience of God to be the underlying 
notion of God that serves as the 
foundation and source of energy in the 
life of a person or a group. It is an 
experiential knowledge that expresses 
itself in familiar images, words, 
symbols and gestures. It directs 
personal decisions and determines 
actions. It grows and changes as we 
grow in an integrated spiritual life. It 
becomes more authentic as we shed our 
masks, lay down our defenses and 
destroy the idols that exist between us 
and the living God. I believe that we 
can catch a glimpse of a person's God 
experience by paying close attention to 
the expressions, words, symbols and 
gestures she or he uses as well as the 
concrete living of the person's life. This 
is what I have done with Mother 
Mary's 36 poems. I believe that they 
give us a glimpse of the God of her life. 

Specific Methodology 

Mother Mary of the Apostles' life was 
grounded in a profound and deeply 
personal God experience. This is the 
conclusion reached after a prayerful 
study of her poetry and the few written 



materials about her to which we 
presently have access. Unfortunately, 
more than 100 years after our 
foundation as the female branch of the 
Society envisioned by John Baptist 
Jordan, the life and especially the 

, words of Mother Mary are by ,and large 
,mlmown to us; her spiritual daughters. 
This is even more true of our brother 
Salvatorians of the Society. This fact is 
a great loss to those of us who desire to 
bring a new vitality to the faithful 
living of our charism in today's world. 
It also points to the need for continued 
and more accelerated work in the 
research, translation and publication of 
the original sources of our history. Due 
to these factors, the following reflection 
is limited and, without question, will be 
enriched and even corrected with 
greater access to Salvatorian sources. 
The work of all Salvatorian researchers 
(women and men), especially the 
Mother Mary Study Group, is 
absolutely necessary for a greater 
understanding and updating of our 
Salvatorian Spirituality today. 

The following ideas and conclusions 
flow from a personal reflection on 
Therese von Wullenweber's 36 poems, 
recently available in English through 
Sister Miriam Cerletty's beautiful 
translation. As I prayed with the 
poems, I attempted to hold before 
myself a number of important 
contextual elements; the historical 
setting of 19th century Germany 
situated in its European and global 
setting: the spirituality typical of that" 
time and place in Church history; and 
the personal life journey of Therese, 
later Mother Mary of the Apostles. The 
Short Biography by' Sister Ulrike 
Musik, SDS, with its quotations from 
Mother Mary's journal and 
autobiography was an invaluable 
second source for me. 

The question that served as a guide for 
my work was: What is Mother Mary's 
experience of God? I organized my 
response to this question around the 
ideas, themes and expressions I found 
repeated over and over again in the 
poetry. The following outline is a result 
of this work. 

Mother Mary's God Experience: 
1. An Unquenchable Thirst for God. 
2. An Unrelenting Call to Mission. 
3. The Face of God as: 

3.1 Savior 
3.2 Creator 
3.3 Strength 
3.4 Active Presence in History. 

1. 	 AN UNQUENCHABLE THIRST 
FOR GOD 

An element that we can name a thirst 
for God appears in every stage of 
Therese's life. From early on, it is clear 
that she experiences a strong interior 
attraction for God. At 19 and the 
conclusion of her studies in Belgium, 
she returns to her family home in 
Germany and writes: "... Yet, there 
are still' happier moments beyond 
these, ••• when God... whispers in 
our hearts and enthralls us; ••• 
moments in which my thirst finds 
its fill ... " (Everything Passes, 1852). 
Therese does not as yet know how she 
should respond but' she is already aware 
of her thirst for God. The religious 
atmosphere in ber family helps her to 
be sensitive to God's grace, but it is 
obvious that the young woman 
personally welcomes and opens herself 
to the internal action of the Spirit. , 

A year later, in 1853, she laments: 
"How cold the world is! •.. I must get 
out..• go until I find whaf my heart 
seeks with such arduous pain... I 
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gave myself over to God and He 
lovingly accepted me••. " (Restored, 
1859). 

One year before her decision to enter 
the Religious of the Sacred Heart, her 
ciesire to be fully united with God. . '; 
explodes poetically: "Could I but 
choose how -I might die, my choice 
w:b1ild be a death of love... utterly 
to die of love.•• Blest, blest is such a 
death... And then be embraced by 
Him (Jesus)•.. Hlunan love cannot 
truly fill our human heart at all•••" 
(Desire, 1856). Therese is in love with 
Jesus the Savior and expresses herself 
in the romantic language typical of a 
young person of the 19th century. The 
spark of divine -love has caught fire 
within her heart. 

During these early years, Therese 
writes a poem about true happiness 
which shows us some 'key elements in 

-her growing experience of God. These 
elements will stay with her until the 
end of her life. First of all, we notice an 
ability to see the presence of God in 
everything. "Oh, happy are they who 
learn to discover beauty all 
Mound... to uncover God's 
marvelous goodness... and ••• see 
revealed His glorious might••• 
Happy are they who come to view 
whatever is and happens through 
faith's ~ransparent light•. ~ able to 
se~ God acting in love 
proVidentially•••" (True  Happiness, 
1857), The search for happiness is truly 
a search for God: " ••• A pressing urge 
for happiness lies buried deep in 
every soul; it· pivots, (ever compass
wise), nodding toward the goal. Are 
dreams not dreamed in every heart 
of a, happiness God alone ·can 
impart?•••" (Ibid.). 

",' 

It is important to notic~ that this same 
thirst for God continues in Therese's 
adult life. Clearly, it is not a fleeting 
whim of her youth. Life's difficulties 
and bitter experiences never extinguish 
her ardor, never diminish or quench her 
thirst. In 1880, in the 47th year of her 
life, Therese once again expresses with 
clarity her desire for union with God. 
The object of her love il,' the person of 
Jesus the. Savior. He is the Beloved 
With whom she journeys. In this poem, 
we can see how Therese's love has 
matured over the years. She expresses 
herself not only in the language of the 
heart, but also in the language of 
mission and commitment. "... But, 
what is the Savior's will? ••• Give me 
yourself unconditionally! .Dedicate 
yourself to your sisters and 
brothers... Struggle and suffer for 
them courageously•••" (A' Nun 
Restored to Health, 1880). Happiness is 
not only an ecstasy of joy with Christ, 
but a desire to " ••• share his lot ~ his 
labors, sufferings•••" (Ibid.). 

Thus, we can see in Therese's poetry an 
ongoing and well-grounded thirst for 
God, as well as, a certainty of being led 
by this same God. Throughout the 
years, many things ,changed in 
Therese's life, but this thirst remained. 
It i~ like a compass deep within her 
that' 'always indicates the right path 
(Cf. True Happiness, 1857). Thus, we 
can say that this is indeed a 
foundational experience of God. ,It is a 
solid experience which undergirds all 
the other experiences of her life. In 
light of this, Mot'her Mary's search for 

,the right place and situation to live her 
vocation takes on new meaning. 

. 

t' , 

'! 
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2.. AN UNRELENTING CALL TO 
MISSION. 

Led by· God, Therese dealt with the 
question of her life vocation. From early 
on, she felt called to something beyond 
the castle life in Myllendonk In her 
poem, Questioning, written at the age 
of 20, she asks herself: "Shall I then 
finally give and relinquish all? Risk 
and dare to live another call? .•" 
(Questioning, 1853). But, the time is 
not yet ripe. "Oh! my child... That 
you cannot do!" (Ibid.). 

We can see the influence of the parish 
missions and retreats preached by the 
Jesuits in the discernment process 
reflected in Therese's poetry during the 
1850s. (Cr. Short Biography p.12-15). 
700 missions were given in the 
Archdiocese of Cologne between 1850
1852. We know that the entire von 
Wiillenweber family participated 
enthusiastically. During this time, 
Therese becomes aware of the 
movement of God within her and 
expresses some of the tumult she is 
feeling. "The heart is indeed a 
stormy thing - ... Lured to the 
beyond, the heart leaps to attain; to 
reach out, it will pound, skip and 
over strain itself. It soars, wheels 
and wings to the heights; it whirls, 
reels and swings to the depths 
thirstingly set on the things unseen. 
Hope makes it so intricate•••" (The 
Heart, 1853). The finger of'God isat 
work in the life of the young woman, 
Therese, and she seeks to understand. 
Many years later, with the clarity of 
hindsight, Mother Mary reflects on this 
time in her life: 

"... But at home, after the Jesuit 
missions (especially through the 
conferences of Rev. Father Ph. v. 

Mehlem,.•• ) in 1853 and 1857, I was 
totally taken up by enthusiasm for 
the missions." (Mother Mary, Life 
Sketch quoted in Short Biography, 
p.13). Mother Mary herself identifies 
this moment as the seed of her 
missionary vocation. 

What is clear from the beginning is 
that Therese's missionary vision is 
concretely grounded in the Gospel, 
especially, Mt. 25:40. " •.. I already 
seem to hear the· piteous cries of 
those dear afflicted ones who plead 
for help. With joy now I may, 
indeed, go to soothe and meet their 
need••. Day after day I will spend 
myself then, 80 that every suffering 
sister or brother may soundly 
recover and enjoy life again."," 
(Song of a Sister of Charity, 1854). 

In 1856, Therese continues discerning 
how she should respond to God's call. 
The poems written during this year 
allow us to see her inner struggle and 
an ongoing discernment pl'ocess that is 
moving toward clarity. " ... And I - still 
young - where will I go? ••• I muse••. 
Will I? ...But, be still•.• : It could all 
well be that another path is 
awaiting me..• " Un the Evening, 
1856). However, the decision is closer 
than she might imagine. " •.. I stayed 
at length with the movement within, 
pondering... without decision to 
delay or begin. Now I am back from 
that grace filled place, remembering 
all that God taught me - so many a 
thing in those days! 0 heart, my 
heart with pain you; recall it! Yet 
my heart, you gain. You sense 
within what you are meant to do. 
You perceive what God is asking of 
you - ." (Nonnenwerth, 1856). 
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Therese searches for a place where she 
can respond to God's inner urgings. The 
apostolic missionary question weighs 
heavily in her search and decision. 
Years later in her autobiography, 
Mother Mary writes: "••. I liked best 
.to study the Holy Scripture how, in 
the time of Jesus, the apostles and 
devout women worked together for 
Christ. (The first monasteries were 
also double convents) and I wanted 
to find such a convent, but one with 
a missionary purpose.. That I could 
not find anywhere - I searched and 
searched. I was advised to wait••• 
Finally, I came to the decision to 
enter the newly founded novitiate of 
the Sacred Heart in Blumenthal. (I 
thought these Sisters would help me 
find the right path and I made this 
known to them from the beginning, 
- but I was surprised to see, quite 
early on, that they would prefer to 
keep me for their own order)". 
(Mother Mary, Life Sketch, 1892 quoted 
in Short Biography, p.15). 

Therese's ongoing search is well known 
to us Sisters of the Divine Savior. From 
the age of 24 until her meeting with 
Fr. Jordan at the age of 49, she 
searched continually for a place and a 
group where she could respond fully to 
her specific missionary call. Religious 
life in the 19th century was still 
hesitant to open up' a space where 
women would be free to develop their 
missionary vocation, especially in close 
collaboration with men. Because of this. 
it was especially difficult for Therese to 
find a place where her specific gift of 
the Spirit could take root and grow. (Cf. 
Short Biography p.154 32 for more 
details). 

Our theme, experience of God, can 
throw some light on what, no doubt, 
were important factors for Therese 

during these difficult years. It is clear 
that her confidence in God remains 
unshaken. Her experience of God 
becomes an increasingly firm 
foundation for the superstructure of her 
life. Each step in her search, whether 
successful or not, l~ds her. to a deeper 
intimacy with her God. In this process, 
her call to mission becomes clearer and 
clearer. Jesus Christ is her inspiration, 
her exemplar. "Gentle Savio:r, Jesus 
Christ, exposed day after day you 
show us yourself, (to teach us your 
way) ••• We want to contemplate 
your example, and heed you:r gentle 
voice. Indeed, we further want to 
counter and confront the world 
without and within... fearing 
nothing but only sin..." (Our 
Exemplar, 1870). "In April, 1875, she 
made a private vow to devote 
herself totally to the missions. The 
two poems she wrote in 1875, are 
also evidence of her strong desire to 
work for the missions:" (Short 
Biography, p. 26). Here, it is 
worthwhile to remember one of the 
poems from this year which, 
fortunately, has long been a part of our 
SDS heritage. 

Yearning 

When I hear about the missions 
I experience within me real urgency 
a love and a yearning that 
otherwise are unknown to me. 

My lifetime is drifting away, 
my graying hairs are showing; 
but interiorly there is no diminishment. 
In my heart this love is growing! 

One thing, only one, I still desire: 
Would that I could serve, or go 
or do something for the missions 
something very special, entirely so! 
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Who implanted this zeal in me? 
Who gave me this deep urge? 
Is it not from God my Savior... 
meant to return to and in Him converge? 

I want to give myself to you wholly and 
entirely. 

wholly and entirely for whatever . 
". ; , .,.:.;' . .;' . ',' yOIJ, ,qhoos,e .. 

I want to disappear in humility :' 
.. .lose myself: 

be but a tool for you to use. 

When death approaches, I shall speak: 

I will say: "Look, it is fulfilled! 

What was always moving through 


my life has unfolded. 
See what God has willed!" 

My yearning now is stilled. 
And my God gazes tenderly on me 

. at my side.· 
People everywhere are finding Hfe: 

salvation! 
God's kingdom is spreading worldwide! 

In September of this same year, 
Therese writes in the same tenor: "Oh! 
If I could do some little good for 
the Church. for its mission field ••• 
Yes! Could! but devote my life and 
my all to promote the work of Jesus 
(our Savior) •••?' (Urgent Request, 
1875). ' 

In Therese's words we sense a strong 
conviction in regard to her missionary 
call. This conviction is clearly the fruit 
of her growing experience of the Saving 
God. Therese is caught up by a deep 
desire to announce and proclaim the 
Good News. Continuing her search. in 
1882, she reads an announcement about 
the Apostolic Teaching Society in its 
missionary magazine~ Once agaill, her 
hope is alive. " ••• , After ~ome 
correspondence. the Founder of the 
Apostolic Teaching Society arrived 
here ,from Rome on July 4. I could 

hardly have had a greater joy! --He 
gave me the impression of being a 
humble. true and zealous apostle 
he stayed three days••• my fIrst and 
only desire is to belong to this 
Society ever more closely until my 
death. Dear God, thanks be to you 
(orevf;'r!.~.". (Mother Mary, Diary 1 

" .... ' ,.' " 
1882, pp.41-42 quo.t~<;l'in Shor~ 
Biography p.32). ." 

It is an affirmation of the Spirit that 
only 18 days later, Therese composes a 
hymn about the new Society that 
intuitively grasps the dream of the 
young priest, ,John Baptist Jordan. 
Therese's thirsting spirit recognizes the 
heart of Jordan's VISlOn and 
immediately identifies herself with it. 
Therese's internal compass found its 
magnetic pole and pointed to the path 
s~e would foJlow for the rest of her life. 

As a confirmation of her desire' to 
follow in the footsteps' of the Apostles, 
Therese re-assumes her religiolis name, 
Mary of the Apostles in" the 
refoundation of the women's branch of 
the Society in Tivoli on December 8 , ., 
1888. (Cf. Short Biography pp. 49-50). 
Already two years later, she sends 3 
Sisters to become part of the mission of 
the Society in India. Her apostolic heart 
rejoiced with the participation of her 
spiritual daughters in the mission. As 
the forI,llBtor of the new group, she was 
unable to personally go to the missions, 
but through her many efforts, many 
young Salvatorian women would do so. 
In a letter to Father Jordan on May 23, 
1898, she writes: "... Oh. do not 
forget us, Reverend Father· we are 
52 Sisters here. 19 in ~voli. Of this 

.number, more than· half could be 
sent out•••" (Mother Mary, letter to 
Father Jordan, 29 May 1898, in APS
E.682 quoted in Short Biography 
p.73). 
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In conclusion, we can say that the ~od 
Mother Mary experienced is a God who 
gives an unquenchable thirst for the 
divine and who calls in mission. These 
two aspects appear in the poems from 
each stage of her life, beginning with 
her young adul~h~Qd. through' her old 
age. They are constants in her life and 
through them we understand her search 
as a sign of faithfulness rather than 
immaturity or indecision. 

3. THE FACE OF GOD AS..• 

At this point, I would like to take some 
time to explain the faces of God that I 
find frequently in Mother Mary's 
poetry. By face of God, I mean the 
features, images or characteristics that 
she uses to describe the God of her life. 
I chose those images that she tends to 
repeat often and that are related closely 
to our Salvatorian charism. 

3.1 SAVIOR 

One of the most favorite terms used by 
Therese is that of Savior. Her 1856 
poem, Desire is directed to the Savior. 
In 1857, in a poem praising the Jesuits, 
she writes, "... We too want to 
belong wholly to God our Savior... 
We want to employ our energies for 
Him in combat and loving labor•••" 
(The Jesuits, 1857). 

The same year, she imagines a dialogue 
with an elderly priest whose mission is 
to: " ...speak of the Savior ...1 must 
give all to my very last breath, 
shunning nothing, not even death." 
(Up the Mountain, 1857). 

Jesus Christ the Savior is the center of 
the poem, Our Exemplar, written in 
1870. Therese writes this during the 

two years she is in Belgi urn with the 
Institute of the Sisters of Perpetual 
Adoration and Help for Poor Churches. 
Within the context of the Eucharist and 
the practice of adoration common at 
that time, she contemplates a God who, 
out of love, takes on the totality of the 
human situation. "In your desire to 
abide with us, you stand self
emptied - totally divested..• " (Our 
Exemplar, 1870). Therese's reference 
here would seem to go beyond Christ's 
sacramental presence in the Eucharist, 
to include the complete mystery of the 
incarnation. One would hazard a guess 
that it is not by accident that her 
words echo those of the apostle, St. 
Paul, in his letter to the Philippians 
(Cf. Phil 2:5-11). 

In 1875, the year of her private 
missionary vow, Therese composes two 
poems which identify the Savior as the 
source and the object of the apostolic 
zeal she feels. "•••Who implanted this 
zeal in me? Who gave me this deep 
urge? Is it not from God my Savior 
•.•meant to return to and in him 
converge? •." (Yearning, 1875). 
" •••and lovingly' serve you, my 
Savior Lord!... Yes! Could I but 
devote my life and my all to 
promote the work of Jesus... " 
(Urgent Request. 1876). 

The desire to give herself to the poor 
and suffering arises as a response to 
her question: "But, what is the 
Savior's will? ...Dedicate yourself to 
your sisters and brothers. Whatever 
you do with love for others 
remember: you do it to me•.. " (A 
Nun Restored to Health, 1880). 

Mother Mary's joy in 1893 when the 
name of the Society is changed to the 
Society of the Divine Savior shows us 
that the title had deep meaning for her. 
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It touched into her intimate God 
experience. "Then. today. I 
helU"d...that our deM Society has 
now receivedano~her name•••• the 
beautiful. name: Society of the 
Divine Savior.. After the change of 
apostolic to Catholic. whIch for 
me•.. was a sad change in the year 
1882, I am very happy and will 
thank God for this name which 
directs us to the Savior once again." 
(Mother Mary Diary 2, p.76 quoted in 
Short Biography, p.59). 

Clearly, God's self-revelation in Mother 
Mary's life is as Savior. In her 
experience of God's salvific face, she 
discovers energy for her commitment to 
those in need. The incarnate presence of 
the Savior Jesus Christ in history 
becomes a mentoring presence in her 
daily life. 

3.2 CREATOR 

In Mother Mary's poems we also 
encounter some' very powerful 
references to God as Creator. God's 
presence in nature had an especially 
deep impact on the young Therese. 
Beauty speaks of the Creator and the 
young woman's sensitive spirit 
overflows with enthusiasm. "The air is 
baJrny and the valley is green; quite 
a few Dowers can already be seen••• 
Spring's arrival truly charms the 
sight! Oh! that everyone would 
pause and delight in it! .•• " (Another 
Spring, 1853). 

In another poem the same year, 
" •.• Come now to the garden! Come 
and see! ••. " (Restored, 1853). Even 
the heavens speak: " •••0 wondrous 
stars. keep shining in my heart! You 
soothe. every sorrow and. with 

heavenly art, instill trust and a 
courage that brings insight..• " 
(Evening Thoughts, 1853). .;: 

God the Creator, the author of all life is 
present in everything. "••.Beauty 
•••Ho~. I. lov~ it! Ardently! .•• Oh! 
thanks t'O '. my Creator... " '(Still 
Young, 1854). Nature takes on a 
sacramental character, transmitting 
God's energy to understand and arrive 
at lasting truth. "Winter!•.. I love it 
dearly! It helps me willingly to 
forego exterior or shallow 
enjoyments and sincerely to look 
deeper •••seek something more: like 
true joy at its very core!•.. " (My 
Quiet Winter Days, 1856). Even the 
stars speak of God's Providence. "Held 
secure in the Creator's hand for 
thousands of eons they stand fIrm! 
• •. Would God then abandon me 
totally and entirely? Oh no! I will 
not lose heart, not now nor later, 
but trustingly rest in my good 
Creator." (In the Evening, 1856). 

Therese's understanding of the creative 
face of God reminds us of Father 
Jordan's experience of Divine 
Providence as a solicitous mother. (Cf. 
Last Will and Testament of Father 
Jordan). God's Providence speaks 
through all of creation revealing God's 
faithful love for all. 

3.3 STRENGTH 

The God of Life gives strength when 
the journey becomes difficult. God never 
abandons the people, belovedly called, 
my people. Therese understands this 
and knows God as her strength, her 
stronghold. "And so, I would be able 
to face every suffering, upheld by 
his grace•••during the battle itself, I 
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still could laugh, for God gives 
stren,ph•.•" (0 Religion, 1865). For 
her, it is not enough to simply grit her 
teeth and get through the battle; no, 
she seeks to open herself to a radical 
transformation. "Love for you is love 
above all! From its inmost quiet hall 
Bows trUe transforming power, that 
sweetens what is bitter and sour 
and· forms noble militants who 
devotedly prod ahead . courageous 
and daring for the cause of God!" 
(Ibid). 

Graced resistance to confront suffering 
and pain are born out of a faith vision. 
"... Contemplate God's doings with 
faith-filled eyes; out of your hope 
new strength will arise•.• " (A Quiet 
Song, 1873). The person committed to 
the cause of God has the energy to take 
up the burden of the journey because 
God· as Strength walks at her side. 
Looking to her exemplar and mentor. 
Jesus Christ, Therese fonows in his 
footsteps. " •••it is not rest, nor joy, 
nor bliss that I seek.. No, it is this: 
I truly want to share his lot • his 
labors, sufferings "(A Nun 
Restored To Health, 1880). 

Mother Mary's absolute confidence in 
God's strength and ever-present energy 
brings to mind Father Jordan's 
continual reference in his Spiritual 
Diary to the strong arm of God. Both of 
these people were certain that God was 
the sustaining power in their lives. 

3.4 ACTIVE PRESENCE IN 
HISTORY 

The God of Mother Mary's life is active 
in the real world. She sees God's active 
presence through the eyes of faith and 
confides implicitly in it. In other words, 
Mother Mary has a truly contemplative 

vision of reality. She sees everything in 
the light of faith. 

In 1857, Therese insists: "Happy are 
they who come to view whatever is 
and happens through faith's 
transparent light. The Spirit 
through . radiant inner rays, 
illumines them with wondrous 
insight and rJJls their hearts with 
Love ablaze. To these persons, life is 
meaningful and dear; they think 
rightly, quickly, clear.- for in every 
event, they are able to see God 
acting in love providentially•••" 
(True Happiness, 1857). 

Therese understands that this 
perspective on life only happens when a 
person enters into harmony with God's 
plan, God's creative dream for the world 
and all humankind. " ... Ever attuned 
to his silent voice, these children of 
God truly rejoice•••" (Ibid). God's 
action in the world is clear for those 
who have faith. "Contemplate God's 
doings with faith·filled eyes;•••" (A 
Quiet Song, 1873). 

In a poem written in 1856, we see that 
as a young woman, Therese has already 
understood the sacramental aspect of 
every moment. God is present in each 
and every event, calling and pointing 
out the path that leads to fuller life. "I 
can be joyful as each event calls me 
to see~ and do your will•.•" (Prayer 
of An Elderly Sister, 1866), The love 
present in each of life's moments will 
nurture a truly transforming power. 
"Love for you is love above all! 
From its inmost quiet hall :O.ows out 
true transforming power•.. " (0 
Religion, 1866).. 

These few quotes show an attitude 
toward life that will accompany Mother 
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Mary through her journey until her 
death in 1907. She believes God is 
present in everything and in every 
moment and she walks her life path in 
this certainty. 

CONCLUSION 

It is my hope that this short reflection 
can awaken an ,:enthusiasm, not only for 
Mother Mary, but also fOl' our 
Salvatorian spirituality. I have tried to 
show that Mother Mary's experience of 
God was a foundational experience, that 
is, a basic motivational force in her life. 
It is interesting to note the similarity 
between the face of God that appears 
in her poetry and that which appears in 
the life and writings of Father JordaI1. 
I believe that the two of them deeply 
and personally identified with the same 
gift of the Spirit, which we call 
Salvatorian charism. 

Father Peter Van Meijl, SDS, present 
postulator for the cause of Father 
Jordan's beatification, .believes that the 
two melodies snng by Father Jordan 
and Mother Mary were joined at their 
first meeting in 1882 to sing one song: 
A song of mission, struggle and prayer 
for the world. (Cf. Trust in Divine 
Providence, Peter van Meijl, Retreat 
USA, 1990, USA Salvatorian 
Centennial Series, Vol. 1, pp.16 and 
21). Salvatorian historian, Sister Ulrike 
M usik, SDS, suggests that the same 
themes appear in the poetry of Mother 
Mary and the Spiritual Diary of the 
Founder even before they met. (Cf. 
Short Biography p.lO). Sister Miriam 
Cerletty, SDS, often makes a similar 
observation in her commentaries that 
accompany Therese's 36 poems. 

I would like to suggest that attention to 
our foundational experience of God is 

essential for us Salvatorians at the 
dawn of this new century. Here we will 
discover anew the gift of our 
Salvatorian charism for today's world. 
Our God experience has to be the basis 
and motivating energy of our lives. I 
believe that by nurturing this 
groundedness in the living God, we will 
rediscover a deep resonance within us 
for key Salvatorian themes. When we 
meet the God of our life in the day-to
day events of this time in history, we 
will sense and know the movement of 
God's animating Spirit. Then, we as 
individuals and as a group, will truly 
enflesh our Salvatorian charism in a 
vital spirituality that is on fire with its 
mission in the world. This is the path 
of fidelity to the gift of God given to 
Father Jordan, Mother Mary and to us, 
today.• 
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